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~ 
~ student newspaper of \Jvorcester Polytechnic lnstttute 
t-
e 4, Number 23 Tuesday, December 7, 1976 
rotherhood ·as a difference-
the fraternity spiri~ 
Note: This article, dealing with 
the fraternity system, Is the second 
of articles on living at WPI. The 
installment, which will discuss the 
and cons of being a commuter, will 
in a future issue of Newspeelc. 
piece is based on interviews con-
with the brothers of four WPI 
... Theta Chi, Phi Kappa Theta, 
.! ppa Epsilon, and Delta Sigma Tau. 
E that the brothers of these houses 
;, us with a fairly good cross section 
Z .-,;n;,.,.ne on tratemity life. As was the 
. our article on dormitory life, we 
it impossible to talk to all fraternities 
-mc•us. and therefore chose the four 
above at random. 
+++ 
now, approximately 40 per cent of 
males, · excluding fresh-
living in one of the twelve 
houses on campus. In most 
The average cost of living in one of 
"houses" Is in the neighborhood of 
a year, roughly comparable to the 
room and board in the dorms. Most 
we spoke to argued that money 
been a prime factor in their 
to move out of the dorms. 
take into account school policies regarding 
altering a rOOfll and Its furnishings. The first 
thing you would notice In the comparison 
would be the individual character that a 
fraternity room takes on. Many rooms we 
inspected showed signs of their occupants' 
ingenuity for maximizing space. Several 
rooms had not only bunk beds, but also 
sported "bunk desks". The brothers having 
put one desk on a platform above the other. 
The houses we talked to were generally 
liberal when it came to such matters. "You 
can do pretty much anvthing you want as 
long as the wall doesn't come down on 
your head,'' said one brother. "Of course, 
the house manager might get a little upset 
when he comes in your room and finds a 
pile of spaghetti where the wiring used to 
bel 
The fraternity brothers gave the food in 
their houses high marks, saying that it was 
good to excellent in most cases. "The 
food's pretty good, when the cook's in a 
good mood," quipped an anonymous 
brother. "We had steak last night. How 
many times a year do they have steak up on 
the hlll7" asked a DST brother. 
When asked why they decided to move 
into a fraternity, most of the brothers 
the new dorms are kind of bad. 
dard, Fuller, and Ellsworth remind 
of hospital waiting rooms. " 
dorms are like a zoo." said a 
at Theta Chi, who had previously 
in one of the larger buildings. "Even 
dorms are kind of bad," remarked 
of DST. "Stoddard, Fuller, and 
remind me of hospital waiting 
Others interviewed also com-
on the food service at the school 
mainly it as one strike against staying 
dorms. 
almost impossible to compare the 
lltyoots of the dormitoriet to the 
more home-like fraternities. In 
for instance, a room in Daniels 
one of the houses one has to 
discounted the factor of what the rooms 
look like, or how the food tasted. 
"You join a fraternity because you're 
attracted to the overall personality of the 
house, and being ~tble to get along well 
with the guys," sald. an upperclassman at 
Phi Kappa Theta. "To me, this offered an 
opportunity for either a follower or a leader 
to find a place where he could feel that he 
belonged." 
"You can't really join because of the 
individual people in the house," said a 
graduate student who is still living at DST. 
"You have to look at the houae as a whole, 
and decide if it reflecta your lifestyle." 
When asked about their "image" they 
projected, the four houses we talked to had 
difficulty trying to classify themselves as 
socially, .athletically, or scholastically 
oriented. "K.AP used to be the big 'jock 
house' on campus," said a brother, "but 
now, we've son of gotten away from that. 
I'd have to say we're pretty well rounded." 
Most brothers felt this change has made it 
harder for freshmen to decide which house 
to join. 
Other things have been changing over 
the years In the houses. In the past, many 
freshmen were discouraged by the 
Photos by Tom Deniels 
others in the house. "I hated those cinder· 
blocks. They almost reflected the life in the 
dorms: unftexible," remarked a brother. 
"Here, with a smaller number of guys, guya 
you've picked to live with, you've got a lot 
of flexibility in the lifestyle." 
"We-don't !:wist a guy's arm if he doesn't 
want to do something," said another. "If 
there's a party going on, and a guy wants 
to study, nobody' a going to drag him out of 
his room. It's strictly his choice." Most 
houses, he said, have some room Itt aside 
where a guy can go to get away from the 
noise of a pany, to study. If he has trouble 
· "You join a fraternity becaus~ you're 
attracted to the overall personality of 
· the house. " 
thoughts of going through a long, and 
sometimes dangerous, hazing process. 
Every fraternity member we Interviewed 
argued that this is no longer the case. Aside 
from what they called some "mild prac-
licaly jokes", ,hazing, as such, no longer 
exists at WPJ. The Interfraternity Council 
now oversees the annual "rush" period, 
and conducts tours of the houses. After a 
pledge accepts a bid from a house, he 
generally undergoes a ten to twelve week 
Indoctrination period, In which he is 
evaluated by the brothers. If they judge t'!im 
to be of their liking, he Is then Initiated as a 
brother, with full membership privileges. 
There are obviously many advantages to 
living In a fraternity. Some, such as a 
greater freedom to do as you wish with 
your room, and generally better food, 
including an open kitchen, have already 
been mentioned as obvious differenr.es. 
Other advantages, while herder to see, 
actually swing most of the brothers over to 
being enthusiastically In favor of living in a 
house. 
"A fraternity is like a dorm floor, but 
without the nurds who are going to screw it 
up for everyone," said a brother at Theta 
Chi. The fratarnltles try to weed out those 
who they feet would be detrimental to 
with the course he's studying, thet-a's a 
good chance that one of the brothers In 
the house has taken the sama couree and 
would be willing to help. 
The social life in a house is one of the 
biggest auets to fraternity living. according 
to the brothers we spoke with. "Friend-
ships in the house break down the barriers 
aetween the classes," said a TKE member. 
"This is more of a place to live, not just 
somewhere to leave your books between 
classes," said a resident of Theta Chi. The 
pivotal factor in the social life of a house 
seems to arise from the spontaneity of 
many of their actions. An example cited 
was "gening up late some weekend, and 
deciding you're going down and have 
breakfast in New York. Pretty soon, you've 
got ten or twelve guys going with you." 
The experience of living or working 
together towards the goal of a better life •s 
important to fraternity members. ''We've 
had a couple of guys who were real loners 
when they joined," said a brother at DST. 
"They tended to come back from tt)elr 
classes and go right to their rooms, never 
taking time out to talk with the other 
brothers. or get into any intramurals. 
Within six months. thev were really 
[continued to page 41 
·~Editorials: 
One man election 
If ever I felt that the WPI community was in an apathetic state, it is 
now, and it is reflected in the fact that there is one and only one can-
didate for Social Committee Chairman. As Mr. Kent points out in his 
statement, the position entails enormous responsibility and spending a 
great deal of student monies during the course of a year. To find that 
only one student feels worthy of that responsibility is, to say the least, 
frightening. I feel very strongly that in any election the lack of com-
petition makes for a poor elected official. It is true in this case as well, 
and I cannot see having an election now. 
I strongly urge the student government to call off the election this 
Thursday and to study the problem as soon and in as effective a manner 
as possible. Such a farce as a one-man election should not and cannot 
be allowed to take place. If this happens, we are assured of controversy 
due to the fact that people will claim that winner was·not the choice of 
the majority but rather won by default. It is a matter that cannot go 
unnoticed. Rory J. O'Connor 
TAD SBF 
Editor apologizes 
In the November 23 issue of N~ealc. I made some observations about the fan in the 
ceiling of Alden Auditorium. Since that time, Gardner Pierce has been in touch w1th me to 
correct some of my misconceptions about the fan. Besides keeping the room at a constant 
temperature, it also IS des1gned to circulate the hot air that rises to the celhng. thereby 
reducing energy consumption. There are plans to install a grille in place of the trap door 10 
the main hall floor. which will allow the heat which accumulates below due to steam pipe 
convergence to rise Into the hell. This, combined with the fan, should cut heating coats for 
Alden by 30 per cent and pay for the cost of the equipment over the first year. The fan is also 
a multiple speed unit, and was on its lowest speed the night I observed it, so It was not 
performing effectively at the time. 
If the ftgures are cOfrect, then this is a good move to reduce WPI's energy consumption 
and the cost of operation. I apologize to Mr. Pierce for coming to an erroneous conclusion 
before I had all the facta. 
Rory J. O'Connor 
Class cancellations 
There is a ~obably true rumor that WPI has never cancelled classes for reasons of 
weather. It has never cancelled classes tor any reasons 1n the tour years I have been here 
and none of the people who have graduated from WPI that I know remember WPI can-
celling classes for weather reasons. There is a good possibility that WPI has not cancelled 
classes because of weather in a decade. 
This fanatacism of WPI for the student to get his money's worth out of classes is fine 
but at times the weather can be bad enough to endanger the health of some of the studenta, 
especially the commuters. One commuter I spoke to told of how he spun his car 360 degrees 
on Route 1221ast Friday morning. There are other commuters who were endangered by the 
icy conditions and the bitter cold. People who live just off campus and must walk to school 
were assaulted by the cold and the insane Worcester drivers who will not slow down no 
matter whet the road conditions are. There would not be a problem if Worcester kept its 
roads in good condition in the winter like most other New England cities. But Worcester's 
winter clean-up is a study in neglect. So remember administrators, next time the weather Is 
awful, there are students who must drive to school and students 111ho must walk. 
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To the Ednor. 
Contrary to popular belief there sre two 
other dorms ln the campus vtcintty that are 
owned by WPI These dorms house fresh· 
men and upperclassmen but ere usually 
forgotten One of the dorms is located on 
Elbndge Street and the other IS located on 
Trowbrrdge,.BQ.M· The people housed at 
these two locations are students of WPI 
and as such, deserve 10 be recogmzed 11 bemg ahvc 
Anonymous 
lEd note. We apologize lor not 1nclu 
these resrdences 1n our discuss1on 
dorm1tory lilting; It Is entirely our fault. 
f..{lel that these people do exist, in fact 
also that the~r optmons of dorm hfe 
s1m11ar to those of other dorm restderill 
Agam. our apologtes.) 
Gym monopoly 
To the Edttors: 
I am on the crew team. The team Is now 
hev1ng winter workouts which build 
strength and endurance for our spring 
races. We lift weights and do eKercises 
three days a week. Tuesdays and Thurs 
days we run for approximately an hour: 
Now that the cold weather is here, It is 
not good for us to run outs1de. The track in 
the alumnr gym is available but gets 
monotonous and crowded after a while 
Thursday, the team went to Harrington 
Auditorium to run in and around the 
stands, but thtsdidn't go over to<fwell with 
the basketball coach !Ken Kaufman). He 
said the noise from our running around 
would disturb his talks w1th his team. He 
suggested that we run before 4:00 p.m. 
How can he expect us to do that! .. 
members of the CREW have three o'clallk 
classes too. Was Harrington Auditorllllt 
built lor JUSt varsity sports and concerta1n 
don't rhu~ so. 
We think Coach Kaufman is bemg a IIIII 
unreasonable and JUSt thought we'd let ¥011 
know what is happening. 
George Hooper 
So Mr. Girard, you too have seen 1111 
absence of the light. Welcome to the 
Peter J. Mulvihill 
Already a former 
Newspeak Graphic Editor 
IFC Corner: 
SAE 
Fifteen of SAE's pledges participated in a 
very successful IFC pledge project at the 
Nazareth Home For Boys. SAE now has 19 
pledges since the recent pladgeship of Ed 
Kurdziel: Congratulations to Edl 
Activities last week include several 
brothers participating in the YMCA's Easter 
Seals Swim-A· Thon, and raising about 
$300. SAE's A team won its first basketball 
Zeta Psi 
The brothers and sisters of Zeta Pel are 
proud to announce the pledging of Patricia 
Hebert, Ruth Hesellbarth, Kim Johnson, 
Catherine Kerley, and Donald MacKinnon 
into the Pi Tau Chapter. We fell they will 
make an excellent addition to the chapter. 
This was our first local pledging in which 
men and women were pledged together 
into our chapter of Zeta Psi. 
Friday night, December 3, two of our 
brother officers and a pledge traveled to the 
MIT campus to help the internation office 
of Zeta Psi drum up support for a new 
game, setting the pace for the rest of 
season. 
Our party featuring 'Jasper' was at 
time and lat~t Saturday's "Prohi 
Party" was a smash success - with 
setting and attire of the Roaring 20's 
featuring a gangland lhootout and a 
appearance by Rudy Vallee. 
Tom 
chapter of Zeta Psi at MIT. HopefuRy, tha 
Tau Chapter win be chosen as lpOMOrl 
the new chapter. 
Also on Friday night, • six 
traveled to the UConn chapter to 
ticipate in an initiation, only to find 
wasn't any. They remained ovemightto 
the initiation of the founding of the 
sisters of the UConn chapter. 
Right now, we're playing Secret Santa 
get ready for our Christmas party c 
up soon. 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
On Saturday, Nov. 20th, the Brothers of 
Lambda Chi Alpha held their annual kidnap 
of the Becker Dorms. This year's kidnap 
was the most successful one yet with over 
six tons of food being collected. The girls of 
the dorms also had a good time as they 
gave the brothers more opposition than 
, was expected. It took more than an hour to 
kidnap the presidents of the 14 dorms. 
The evening was capped off with a party 
and the awarding of prizes for the top three 
dorms (judged on the amount of food per 
dorm resident). The results showed that 
Colton House and Maple Hall were tied for 
first w1th a difference of less than one 
Theta Chi 
pound per person. The wmntng a 
was 95 pounds per girl. Dalton Hall fi 
in third place by edging out Merrill Han 
Morey Hall. All the girls should be pr 
the work they did. All of the food 
donated to the Salvation Army and 
United Way. 
The brothers wish to thank the ~.fl f 
serVIce for the use of their freezer lwe 
d1dn't have enough room for 118 turk 
We would also like to thank the people 
Worcester, local merchants and o 
fraternity houses whose donations 
the whole event a success. 
28 pledges. 
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The brotherhood of Theta Chi is proud to 
announce the Initiation of Jeremy Taylor 
Smith of Concord, New Hampshire and the 
pledging of Charles M. Sullivan of 
Newport. Rhode Island. This brings our 
total number of actives to 30 brothers and 
This Friday, December 10th, we will ._...__. 
our first part of B term, featuring (the r 
• ofl "Nighthawk". Hope to see all of 
there I 
Social Committee Chairman 
ELECTIONS -
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Thurs., Dec. 9th 
outside the ticket booth in Daniels Hall. 
CANDIDATE: PETER KENT 
• 
·. ~EWSPEAK Page 3 
.. , 
·Til'· Pub for rent? 
. . 
fACUlTY ·, 
· rEM~. 
by Prof.ssor P. Dunn 
Negotiations which may radically alter 
social atm08phere of the campus are 
rrenUy in process. The administration has 
oposed to the Pub Board of Directors 
t the Pub pay to WPI an annual rant of 
roximately $5,000. Members of the Pub 
rd wm meet on December to dlacusa 
propoaal. There II eome eentiment 
ong Board memberl to merely Ignore 
propOAI and retu .. to pay the rent; 
e sentiment to dlebend the Board, a 
ve which would in effect close the Pub; 
e sentiment to accept the proposal and 
the price of drinks in the Pub. 
hatever the decision, controversy seems 
tain. To minimize misunderstanding, I 
'sh to put some ot the facts and events 
lch lead to this situation. i am familiar 
'th these because this summer I chaired 
ad hoc committee appointed '1y 
esidant Hauard to study the problem· of 
e Pub and. among other things, we 
dressed ourselves to the queston of the 
b rental fee. 
The Pub as we now know it was the 
oduct of 8 massive effort in the summer 
1974. To this effort the Student Social 
ommittee contributed $7,000, students 
ntrlbuted volunteer labor valued con-
atively at $6,600, and WPI contributed 
,700 from general funds. The Pub ob-
'ned a Club Beer and Wine llcen .. ; the 
b Club must be governed by a vote of ita 
betship (the students, faculty and ltlff 
WPI), in our caM that function is en-
ated to the elected Pub Board. The Pub 
,.......,ou and i1s Board, then, are distinct from 
formal organization of WPI, ahhough alt 
members are 8180 members of the WPI 
- _.nrntrnU nity. 
The Pub Club is a non-profit 
organiz.atlon. Prices In the Pub are aet to 
meet cos1s, which Include salaries for the 
Pub manager and the employeee, but not 
the members of the Pub Boatd, who are 
unpaid volunteers yet are re11ponslble for 
Pub operations. A second major cost Ia, 
unfortunately, repairs and maintenance. 
Finally, the "Statement of Revenue and 
Expanse" of the Goat's Head Pub for the 
period May, 1974 to May, 1975, lists as rent 
expense the sum of $2,769; thla figure 
COI'1"88ppnds roughly to the estimate of 11Hlt 
propoeed to the Pub Board in April, 1876, 
by Chuck Cochrene, then Meneger of 
Auxiliary Operations. Mr. Cochrane' • 
figures repretented the Increment In WPI 
expenses resulting directly from the 
operations of the Pub, i.e., lncrened utility 
bills, insurance premiums, etc. The net 
revenue of the Pub in 1974-75 was $6,767, 
of which $1,396 eventually was used for 
further repairs in the summer of 1976. Thus 
the net revenue was reduced to $4,361, 
which was banked. It is Important to note, 
however, that the 1974-75 statement did 
not include an item for depreciation, for the 
eventual replacement of the often-broken 
chairs, tables, and fixtures. Thus, at least 
part of the banked $4,361 must be con· 
sldered as funds to be used for that pur-
pose. 
In June, 1976, John A. Curtis, Jr., 
current Maneger of Auxiliary Operations, 
proposed 8 new rental fee to the Pub Board 
computed on the basla of the square 
footage occupied by the Pub. While the 
actual computation is too lengthy to detail 
here, Mr. Curtil'a undertylng premiM was 
that since the co.ta of auxiliary operation~ 
are met Jatvely out of ltudent room rents 
and dining fees; and aince rent from 
operationt flke the Snack Bar and Pub 
reduce theee rents end feee; then any 
incf'881e in coet11 cauaed by the inc1"81111d 
Pub rental fee would be pa.-d on to the 
oc. Com. Candidate 
As candidate for the positlon of chair-
n of the WPI Social Committee I 
ught It reasonable to relate some of the 
ntributlons I have made in the past, and if 
cted would make in the future to the 
nning of entertainment on the WPI 
mpus. 
Perhaps I should start by emphasizing 
t 16·20 thousand dollar concerts in 
rrington are not the only type of en· 
alnment that the social committee deals 
· h, although they are by far the most 
ublesome. Fine-arts, films, pub en-
lnment and videotape are other ac-
"ties organized and paid for by the Social 
mmittee. It is with GOHPEC that most of 
v time has been spent in the past I have 
n involved with planning and-or 
ucing the wide variety of en-
inment that exlats in the pub since my 
yur here. 
Organizing pub actlvitiee Involve• 
ing together a number of diffef'ent 
pe; most notably, the Len• end lights 
b that does the eound and lighting, and 
management, who arranges for ap-
opriate peraonnel, and the band. 
hough GOHPEC arranges only a small 
of the tOUII campua entertainment 
ure, it hal given me tound experience 
eociel committee. Working with Dean 
wn as well as the agenta, and following 
ough on the Ylrious details regarding 
concert production have becoma 
ilier procedures fOf me. 
With several yeere of experience to guide 
, I have come up with some thoughtt 
ut how I would structure the Social 
mlttee should I be elected. Outlined 
e are some of the basics. 
Although there would be tea emphasis 
on expehsive big-name acts, there would 
stilt be concerts in Harrington and Alden. A 
Concert Committee with Will MacFarland 
77, Dave Makris '78, and Chris Corpuz 79 
handling major parts of the production 
would be set up. GOHPEC, headed by 
Cindy Gryniuk '78 and Kent Larson '80 will 
coordinate all pub entertainment Spec-
trum and Cinematech would handle fine 
arts and films. 
I have mentioned a few people who will 
work on these committees, however efforts 
of many wilt be needed. Those mentioned 
~lave good experience and will coordinate 
work for a particular show. I welcome 
interest from any student who Is-willing to 
give time to Social Committee. 
The key to varied and frequent en· 
tertalnment is separation of theM com-
mittees ahd full responaablllty deleCJated to 
them for their specific area. The job of the 
chairpei'SOfl Is to coordinate the entire 
picture and not get bogged down In the 
details. This way underclaea men and 
women have a chance to learn the ropea 
and carry knowledge over to the next year. 
Too often in the past people have been 
elect~ with relativety little knowledge of 
the problems that come with organizing 
campua entertainment I believe tMt my 
previous experience and contact., along 
with good betic organization and help from 
the student body will help me coordinate a 
good variety of campue entertainment. 
Dubiously submitted, 
Peter Kent 
P.S. I encourage any IUggestions. Box 
2270 
PIZZAs 
Wednesday night, Dec. a from 7-10 p.m. 
in the snack bar 
Plain- soc and with one or two toppings 75c 
The minutes for the Students Government meeting 
held on Thurs., Dec. 2 are posted in the Students 
Government office in Daniels Hall. 
Housing-lntersession .. C & D" Term 
Any student who lives in the Residence Hall and who will be with-
drawing from WPI after 8 term should see DNn Sherer in Office 
of Student Affairs before December loth. 
usara of the Pub (which Include non-
atudenta In the form of lncreued pricea, 
while the increased revenue to Auxiliary 
Operatiom would benefit students who pay 
fees and rents. However, members of the 
Pub Board disagreed with Mr. Curtil's 
reasoning and especially with the figure of 
$7,000, which would "ot only have eresed 
the current "surplus" or reserve (&lnce the 
budget included no item for depreciation 
costs), but also would necessitate large 
price increases to meet the new rent and 
create a new reserve. 
After hundreds of peraonhours of study 
the committee which I chaired recom-
mended on 16 September 1978 that the 
admlniltra'tion retum to the Codlrlne 
fonnule of compudng the rent on the belli 
of illCfeUed COitl ,_,.lting dllec:tty from 
Pub operation~. On 2 December 1178 o.n 
Reudlnger informed the Pub that the 
Buslnea Office had accepted hls propoal 
that the rent be set at $2,600 flat base, plus 
3 per cent of the annual gross. In a memo 
sent to members of the Pub Board for 
disccsslon at their meeting on December 8, 
Mr. Harry Thompson, Chairman ot the Pub 
Board, e)Cplatned what Oean Reutlinger's 
proposal would mean. The gross revenue 
of the pub for 1976-76 was $82,547, ex-
penses before rent" were $76,865, leaving 
$5,682. The rent as propo$8d by Dean 
Reutlinger would amount to $4,9n, 
reducing net revenue to $705. Many Pub 
Board members find this unacceptable. 
They could ignore the proposal and force 
the administration to take further action, 
which might ultimately include closing the 
Pub. The Board could disband, and unlea 
other members of the WPI community 
would agree to be elected to the Board to 
do the work without pay, the terms of the 
Beer and Wine license would force the Pub 
to cease operation•. Hopefully nelthet 
posaiblllty will become reality. 
In conclullon I would like to make a few 
personal observations: 
1. The Pub exists solely to enhanee the 
eocial atmosphere of the campoa and its 
existence depends on the willingneu of 
faculty, eteff, and students to volunteer 
their tJme and services in Innumerable 
ways. 
2. WPI did contribute $8,700 fTom 
general funds to construct the Pub; 
security and other dorm-ralated problema 
have increeeed due to the exiMince of the 
Pub, and thla haa meant ecfdltlonll ex-
penNI for the .chool. 
3. The rent computed according to Oeen 
Reutllnger'a propoeel IM,9771 It eub-
atantillly 1.. tt.t that computed eo-
cording to Mr. Curtis's proposal (t7,0001. 
Writing as the Chairman of the Mi hoc 
committee appointed by the President, but 
not for that committee, I believe the 
reduced figure indicates that the ad-
ministration seriously took into account the 
committee's work and advice. 
4. Anally, the question of funds for the 
replacement of chairs, tables, and fixtures 
appears to be the crucial one. If the 1975-76 
statement of expenses did not include 
depreciation costs, then a net revenue of 
$705 is, in effect, an inadequate 
depreciation account and tile Pub will 
eventually be forced to close. If 
depreciation 18 included among expenses, 
then a net revenue of only $706 would 
reflect a well-run non·profit operation. 
I ho~ to aee you tt the Pub ... 
Newspeak photo contest 
~ amouncea na tnt photogrlphy cont.t to be held now ttyough Decemb'lr16. 
All rnembtp af the WPI community .. ~ to Mlbmit biKtt and whlta P!'fn111 that 
you feel would mlllce a good CCMI' photo fQr ~. Submit them by cemP'M mal or In 
ptpOn to Newlpeet; boK 2472 attn: phOto cont.t. The winnlr and ftw run"'f'8 up wil be 
a.lected by the ediiDJtef bawd. The five .runne.ra up will be pieced on a two-pege photo 
~In the December 21 illue. and the win"-wtlla.,.,._r on the~. 
The general guldellna tor the conteet.,.. as followa: 
Only black and white flniahed Pfln11 coneide.rec:l. 
8x10 fQJmat prefel:red 
The actualaree on the front c~ is squ.,a, eo plan accordingly. 
Name of the photographer, box nu"" and year must be WJttten on the back of the print 
All work mult be cuiglnall • 
Subjects should be of general in tar-t to the WPI community. 
Oeadline for submlaalon Ia midnight, Wednesday, December 16. 
Get Your Act Together 
Student Talent Nite 
in the 
GOAT'S HEAD PUB 
Thursday, December 9 
We need more acts 
·Some ideas: 
Song and Dance 
lm personations 
Com~dians, Musicians, Magicians 
No live birds allowed! 
Pri%es to be Kiven away by the ROrKeous 
Miss Massachusetts! 
Get address in to Chrll Corpuz. Box 2646 
r-------------------~--------, Yes, lam talented! So good that I can win in --min. 
N•m•---------------------------------------
Type of Act ______________________________ _ 
Name of Ad-----------------------------------
(Acts limited to 20 minutes) 
L~---~------------~---------~ 
4 NEWSPEAK 
• • • fraternity living house," said a brother at Theta Chi. "When you live in the same house with the same 
guys for a couple of years, you can really 
get imo the ideals of a fraternity." "We 
don't need an RA down here," said another 
brother. "When a guy's down. he can 
knock on almost any door tn the house and 
find someone who is willmg to talk to him 
and help him if he can." 
[continued from pt1ge 11 
gung-ho for the hou'.e and for getting In 
with the other guys." 
campus apanment. Said one brother. "If 
I'd been living in an apanment, by myself, 
I'd have watched my dough a lot more. 
H~e. if you see a bunch of the guys going 
down to Curley's. believe me, you're going When asked if some of the secrets and 
tradition weren't a bit outdated, we were 
told that the brothers feel very much in-
Tuesday, December 7, 
who are graduating, and try to get ·tne•-·· 
jobs. Other brothers who ho(d part 
10bs whtle at WPI are ept to try to get 
fraternity members into the picture •• 
"For me, the best part didn't come 
after I graduated," said 1 Tech araauet. 
OST. "In retrospect, I can say that I .~t..~. __ .. 
really appreciate it while I wn still heft. 
believed in brotherhood. I still do." 
As a footnote to this article, we .~1~~~ 
add that, of course, we haven't 
mentioned the role that women play U.llall•~r. 
Living In a house can have ita diud· 
vantage~, too, 81p8Cielly if you're the type 
of peraon who tends to drop your goals to 
go along with a larger group. "When you 
live in a houee, there are always a lot of 
excu ... for throwing down the books until 
later," said a Phi Kappa Theta man. "I've 
known quite a few guys whole marks 
dropped way off after they came to the 
house. You've got to just lit down end tell 
you...alf that you can't party tonight, 
because you've got to study," edded a 
DST brother. 
to break down and go with them." Going 
along with this, others said that, sur· 
priaingly enough, there Ia leaa privacy in 
your room and private life than there was in 
the dorms, where they felt that people 
didn't take time to really get to know the 
others on their floor. "There aren't many 
secrets in the house" was the general 
statement that we got. "You can't blend 
Into the woodwork here," said a KAP 
brother. 
#/wouldn't live anywhere else. 
~-Except maybe her apartment." 
Other brothers added to the monetary 
"dues" you pay when you join a fraternity. 
"Some nights, you could be doing a lot of 
important stuff, but you've got to go down 
to a hou• meeting inateed," said one 
brother. "The work parties take up 
time, too. You haven't got the janitors to 
pick up after you any more." 
Still others felt that they could have 
saved more money by staying In an off 
Overshadowing all of the ditad\ ages, 
and. leading to the advantages, ~ ~ real 
baSIS for the entire concept of a fraternity: 
the concept of "brotherhood". This may 
seem a bit ridiculous to those who have not 
experienced it, but we found it to be out-
standing in every houee we visited. "You 
develop a sense of pride, becauee it's your 
volved in the traditional roles within their 
houses. "If there weren't any traditional 
shit, it wouldn't be like a fraternity" was the 
feeling. "It serves its purpose," Nid 
another. "You learn a lot about respon-
sibility and management from working the 
house." 
This idea of a brotherhood evidently goes 
beyond the four yeara spent at Tech. 
According to several of the brothers, 
brothers in industry look out for brothers 
The Ale MasterS 
Ale is here. 
McSorley's. 
Now available in bottles at your favorite tavern or 
market. McSorley's Cream Ale has all the hardy. full-
bodied flavor that an ale should have. plus a smoothness 
that no other ale has. 
So, smooth the rough edges 
on your ale thirst today! 
Try a bottle of McSorley's 
Cream Ale. " The Ale 
Master's Ale." 
fraternities at WPI. The houaea we 
said that they did not, at present, 
girls as members. Theta Chi does ·~• .. -.ru!:A 
organization of "daughters" which Ia 
two years old. Members come from 
Becker, and Anna Maria. It Ia 
social organization which helpe with 
things as ~-. rush, and decorating 
house. Most, surprisingly enough, do l'llllfilCul:Min 
go with the brother&. Obviously, • ............... ,., 
number of women attending WPI incr._._,,:e 
year by year, eome organization Ia 
stan on campus which will be either atnlfllill 
for women, or equally cOed. 
In summary, we should st.te that 
artickt Ia extremely poeltive in ita OU1Iook _.,..,riA 
fraternity living because we simply ••111.ce 
not find a brother who was down 
house. This Ia only natural, IInce fi'IIIII .. III'OQI'at 
nltles. unlike the dorma, are atrictly a rnl1111r.IIOOI4!c 
WPI 
Science Fiction Society 
The general populace of Intelligent 
I lfe forms is Invited to attend the' next 
WPISFS meeting on Thursday, 
November 9, In the llbrarv Seminar 
Room. You don't have to be an av•d sf 
fan reading a book a day or even be 1 
•Trekkie'. Just 11 general interest Is all •u;,,..,.,, 
that Is needed. 
After the meeting, the second halt of 
Orson Wells' War of the Worlds will bt 
neard. 
In addition, It Is still' not too' late to 
sign up for Technfcon v, the science 
fiction convention held Thurs., Fri., 
and ~t of term 8 of lntersesslon1 Thll Is especially good if vou did not get the 
course vou originally desired. 
.. Student Special 
ASK FOR IT IN YOUR FAVORITE TAVERN 
RESTAURANT OR PACKAGE STORE. , 
Me Sorley·s L ld .. N~w B••d ford . Muss. 
Ski~price 
Round Top 
Plymouth Union. Vt. 
5 mi south of 
Killington Gondola. on Rte. 1 
$500 $250 
All da~: All day 
VVeekend VVeekday 
Join the Student Ski Assn. 
and save another buck 
on weekends 
4600' and 3100' chairs 
1300 ft of vertical 
Plenty of challenging runs 
.. Big league skiing with 
friendly people" 
GOOD ANYTIME 
Bring your Student l.D. 
Th1 
Febr~; 
ltlont 
Regia 
leque 
With 
Iran~< 
ltleet 
Bee 
. . . . . . . . . . . ...... ....... . 
.. . . ...... 
• v1ron 
pace junk 
TodaY we face a growing problem in the 
of apace objecti floating overhead. 
nds of these apace objecta orbit the 
and conatltute a hazard to eerth 
below. It waa originally thought 
there wet aome chance of accidental 
but a turprislngly large ftumber of 
obfecta have fallen to earth. Thua, 
debrie poMI a vary real danger to our 
and to the tucce. of future apace 
organization reapot~aible for the con-
turveUIInce of apace debrlt It the 
Amerlcln Air OefenM Commend 
at tolorado Springs, Coloredo. 
u .. radlr and computera to keep 
sy~tematic turvelllance of or-
apece objecta to prevent mlalden-
of any one of them for a warheed. 
organlution w .. lndiapenaable In the 
M-.. Crieie when it avokild a 
by dlff..,.tilting between an 
IUQC..Iful Ru-n Mars Probe and en 
NORAO haa the ~lty 
ture that none of the apace 
inhibit rocket flighta. 
~ant11v the emount of apace litter and 
have increued aa a rtlult of our 
oau1 .. ce program. Over 1000 plecee of litter 
the reault of the American space 
bllliiNfam. Also, the percentage of space 
nw11111 .... cts'that are clauified as "Earth-orbiting 
haa increned aignificantty. In 1970, 
axamDII8. NORAD cleulfled 1400 out of 
space objects as "Earth-orbiting 
" which amounts to about 78 per 
of all IPICe objects. The existence of 
space junk creates situations ranging 
damage to people and property when 
re-enters the atmoaphere to the 
IMIIIhili1rv of an accidental nuclear war. 
There have been a number of reports of 
space objects surviving re-entry and 
on earth since the beginning of 
For example, in 1947 a captured 
_,.,:an v-2 rocket was fired from White 
~-... Jindls, New Mexico and landed south of 
Mexico. Also, on November 30, 
1960 the attempt to place two satellttes in 
orbit by the United States was aboned 
when the rocket booster failed to function 
properly and although the launch vehicle 
was destroyed many fragments crashed tn 
Oriente Province in Cuba. There, two 40· 
pound spheres, complete with their 
protective shieldings were discovered. 
Although originally a statement of no 
damage was given, a later Cuban report 
alleged that damage was done to livestock 
and land. Furthermore, 1n April 1963, a 
charred metal sphere about fifteen inches 
in diameter was found at a sheep station In 
New South Wales, Auatralla. Thia trend has 
continued to the present time while we 
have found ne solution to the problem of 
apace debris. 
There have also been near colliaiona with 
aircraft recorded. For example, the jet· 
tisloned boosted for Apollo 10 came within 
four miles of a New Zealand Airliner. Alao, 
there have been unexplained incidents in 
outer space. Recently, three United Stetea 
space utelites were deatroyed allegedly by 
Ruuian satellites. We do not know 
whether thia waa intentional or unin-
tentional on their part. 
Therefore, I must conclude that there is a 
need for protective ma.turea and other 
measures against space junk pollution. Just 
as in the caM of biosphere, there is a need 
in space to leave this last frontier in order 
tor posterity. I propose that we take action 
on one of two solutions. The first solution is 
that we put extra fuel in the rockets so that 
they can be destroyed in the sun. The 
second solution, although it may be a little 
expensive in some ways, is to put into orbit 
a large recycling center. This recycling 
center will get rid of the reprocessed apace 
debris and send them down to earth on 
planned re-entry times over the ocean. 
Sources: 
Seturdey Review. Volume 53, pp. 44-6 
US N#IWS end World Report. Volume 86, p. 
16 
in Goddard 
At 4:00 p.m., December 14, 1976 in GH 
Dr. David lverech will give a speech 
lllntitlo.n "Smog, Autos, and Chemistry." 
is Chief of the Mobile Source 
in the New South Wales En-
-ronrnA•"~• Department, Australia. He got a 
of Engineering in Chemical 
.,.,;..,_,Inn and his PhD In Combustion 
from the Untveraity of New 
-Dunrn Wales. He Is presently studying at 
on a Harkness Fellowship, and is 
-IIOC:iatt!Kj with the EPA. 
will <:ilscusa the control ot 
•notc>chemical smog. Ozone, which Ia the 
constituent of the smog is not emitted 
automobiles or industry. It forms in the 
ea a result of an Interesting set 
ch.,m,it'•l reactions, some of which in-
hydro-carbona and nitrogen otldes 
automobile exhautt. 
Some of the strategies to reduce ozone 
levels involve fundamental chemistry, ap-
plied philosophy (such as Occom's Razor) 
and politics. The present control programs 
have had limited success indicating the 
respective contributions have left 
something to be desired . 
Dr. lverech's discussion will include 
references to strategies In other countries 
where photochemical smog is a problem 
(notably Japan and Australia) and to the 
latest United States Environmental 
Protection Agency's approach. Since such 
a ~road base of knowledge is drawn upon, 
thts speaker should be of interest to a large 
segment of the WPI population. So stop 
acting like lazy koala bears and bound over 
like kangaroos on Tuesday, the 14th and 
see a real live Australian. Have you ever 
seen one before? 
rew says thanks 
..,.,...,,IJecA,
0
b
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eig THANK-YOU to all thoee generous 
• who tupported the WPI Crew raffle. 
wish you all could have won something 
your donation, but, of course, that is 
•noc,sstble. The drawing was held friday, 
3rd at 8 p.m. In the Pub. 
ratulatlons to the following winners! 
prize ICB Radio) - Dick Tardiff, 
B 200. 
prite (case of caasette tapes) -
Ferriso, 1703 Randolph Rd., Mid· 
•••nnn Ct. 
Five 3rd prizes (case of Lowenbraul -
Salamln. Daniela 328: John Brennan, 
52 Hitchcock Lane, Avon, Ct.; A . F. 
Wollenberg, 12 Maiden Lane, Farmington, 
Ct.; Charles E. Clapp II, 8 Holly lane, 
Barrington, R.I.; Mrs. Roy Johnson, Box 
663, Greenwich, Ct. 
Five 4th prizes (pizzas) - Richard 
Bolrnan, Morgan 403; Roy Bourgault, 9 
Einhorn Rd., Worcester; Deirdre Brennan, 
Stoddard C 314; Howard Bleabie, Lincoln 
Village; George A. Chaffee, 340 A Pearl St., 
Manchester, N. H. 
(Ticket to Fine Arts Theatre) - Mika 
Ahearn, Norton Company. 
•sn. 
k 
ranscript policy 
·s 
The months of December, January, and 
are traditionally the heavy load 
In the Registrar' a Office for 
•uroc•••••ng transcript requests. The 
Registrar's Office policy is to process the 
llqu•ts on a first come first serve basis 
priority based on the date of the 
•1r1•nw~rhn order. Laat minute requeata to 
1 deadline cannot be met. 
Because proceaalng of transcripts for 
students Involves duplicating at least 
llfee pages (there Ia more information on 
WPI Plan tranecripta than on transcripts of 
other colleges) end the expected 
heavy load in the coming months, there will 
normally be an interval of at least two days 
between an order and a finished transcript 
ready to be picked up. The interval for 
mailing tranacripts is longer unless a 
deadline is specified. 
It is moat important for seniors to order 
transcripts well before any deadlines. 
Finally, up-to-date transcripts showing 
Term A76 end Term 878 activitiM will not 
be ready before January 24, 19n. 
Thank you, 
Robert Fury II 
Page 5 
Police blotter 
On Wednesday, November 17. 1976 at 
10·45 a.m. Off. Supernor advtsea that a 
1966. White Corvair, Mass. Reg. 962-nF 
appears to have been abandoned on the 
Stoddard Parking Lot. A check revealed 
that the car had been stolen from the city of 
Northampton. Worcester PO contacted 
and took care of same. 
On Wednesday, November 17, 1976 at 
4:30 p.m. Sgt. Campbell in from transport· 
tng student to Doctors reported that he was 
involved tn a slight accident on Burncoat 
Street at the intersection of Route 290. 
Other car being operated by John C. of 
Milton. Mr. C. had a slight dent on left side. 
Cruiser had a slight dent on the front 
bumper and grill. 
On Thursday, November 18, 1978 at 2:30 
p.m. a student came in to Campus Police, 
re his wallet was taken while at the Alumni 
Gym. Off. Supernor checked and located 
the wallet throw!) in another locker. Same 
was missing, the seven dollars. 
On Friday, November 19, 1978 at 2:16 
p.m. an ex-WPI student reported that he 
had been aaaaulted by a student. He had 
been in the hospital ever since. Thia oc· 
curred in front of Sigma Phi Epeilon. 
On Friday, November 19, 1978 at 10:02 a 
girl reported to Camput Police that a 
student, while fixing curtains in her room 
fell and hurt har back. Worcester PO 
ambulance was contacted and transported 
her to Hahnemann Hospital. 
On Monday, November 22, 1976 at 2:00 
p.m. a student reponed the theh of an SR-
52 calculator from his room on 1 1-21·76 be-
tween 2P·BP. 
On Tuesday. November 23, 1976 at 2:10 
p.m a student reported to Campus Police 
regarding a fire at the intersection of In-
stitute Road and Schussler Rd. Worc"'er 
Fire Department contacted. 
On Wednesday, November 24, 1976 at 
10:00 a.m. a student reported that some 
tlma laat night his car while parked on 
Einhorn Road was taken for a ride around 
the block - ignition had been punched and 
a Realistic Tape Deck end tepee were 
taken. 
On Wednesday, November 24, 1978 
Campus Pollee found the candy machine in 
Wedge turned uptide down end gtae,a 
broken in it. 
On Friday, November 28, 1978 at 8:46 
p.m. Campus Police reported that the door 
to detm room had been forced open. On 
Sunday student was contacted and he 
stated that nothing hid been taken from hla 
room. 
S-F lntersession course 
by D. M . Mtmn 
Technicon V is the sclence·fiction 
convention scheduled for lnterseaion, 
1977. Although the preliminary registration 
for lntersession h~J~s past, it is not too late to 
sign up for Technicon. 
Technicon will include two nights of 
mo11ies. These movies will be free tor 
anyone taking Technicon (there will be a $1 
per night for others). The first night 
(Thursday, January 20) the movie will be 
"Forbidden Planet," one of the science-
fiction classics. The second night there will 
be two feature movies. 
In addition to these movies, Technlcon 
will feature many other events. The guest 
of honor for T echnicon V will be Jerry 
Pournelle, a very well known science· 
fiction writer from California as well as a 
noted scientist and conservationist. While 
all persons are invited to his main speech, 
those taking Technicon will have the 
opportunity to meet him in person. 
Also in attendance will be several officers 
from NESFA - the New England Science 
Fict•on Association - which sponsors the 
prestigious "Boskone" convention each 
GO- GO- GO 
What is White's 1st move 
to save 
its threatened grou.p? 
year in Boston. Thts delegation will make 
Itself available for discuaaions on a variety 
of topics. 
There are several organized discussion 
groups planned, Including two hours of 
discussion on Star Trek, end on many other 
subjects dealing with science-tictioh. Other 
discussions are expected to arise spon· 
1aneously as sci-fl fans (and semi-fans) 
have a chance to meet and talk over their 
favorite subjects. Also scheduled is an art 
show of science-fiction related art, a 
cartoon contest !test your creativity), and 
much morel All of this is free to anyone 
who signs up for Technicon during the rest 
of "B" term. It's not too late. 
Even if you already have a class 
scheduled during lntersession that conflicts 
with T echntcon activities, you can still join 
Technicon and attend those functions you 
can. 
To sign up for Technicon go to the ln-
tersession Office lin Washburn 300) any 
morning, 9:00-noon and say you wish to 
sign up for Technicon V (course 87461. 
Act quickly, as time is running out. 
N 0 
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Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
CHEMISTRY COLLOQUIUM 
''Photochemica lly-lnduced Reactions of 
o-Bonded Organic Derivatives of 
Titanium, Zirconium and Hafnium" 
Professor Marvin Rausch 
University of Massachusetts 
Amherst 
Goddard Hall227 
Thursday, December 9, 1976 
4:00p.m. 
Refreshments Wi II Be Served 
Students who have vacancies ·in their off-campus apartments for 
"C ar:-d D" ~erms or who are seeking roommates should list their 
open1ngs With the Office of Student AHairs immediately. There 
are many transfer students who are looking for housing for c and 
0 terms. 
COMMUTER MEETING 
on Dec. 9th at 11 a.m. 
in Salisbury 104. 
Peg~ 6 NEWSPEAK Tuesday, December 7, 
Spectrum presents ~~Renaissance Consort" 
The Renaissance Consort was formed at 
the Summer Collegium for Early Music in 
Putney, Vermont. Comprised of three 
exceptional artists - Persis Ensor, Giaela 
Krause, and Susan Zimmerman - The 
Consort performs with an impreaive 
number of instruments. Not only the lute, 
the recorder, the viola da gamba and the 
harpsichord are represented, but alto such 
less familiar instruments of the Renaissance 
period as the keyless wooden flute, 
krummhorns and kortholt, a medieval harp 
and psaltery. 
Persis Ensor is a faculty member of the 
Camarata School, the Fine Ar1S Museum 
and Director of Music at Hill House In 
Boston. She studied at Po'-dam State 
University and the Hartt College of Music. 
She studied voice with Jane Bryden and 
the lute with Joseph ladone. 
Some of the places Persis has perfonned 
and given workshops include: Harvard 
University, Northeastern University, Boston 
Museum of Fine Arts, St. Joseph College, 
University of Maine, • Goddard College, 
Providence Collage, WGBH, WBUR, 
WCAS, woes- Portland. Me., Cambridge 
Folk and Tale. Sandy' s- Bevec1y, Mau., 
Jeremiah's, Program Director, Collegium in 
Early Music, Windham College-Putney, 
Vt., Director, Community Mu.ic Center-
Boston, Harvard Square Arts Festival. 
Gisela Krause earned her diploma at the 
Hochschule for Muaik In Frelburg, Germany 
. 
and received her Master's Degree from the 
New England Conservatory of Music. 
Having studied the recorder with Hans-
Martin Linde, the viola de gamba w ith Gian 
Lyman Silbigar and the harpsichord with 
Helen Keaney, (she is now a faculty 
member at Northeastern University), 
Belmont Music School and Newton Music 
School. She has performed u wi<Mst with 
the Boston Symphony, the Melrose 
Symphony and the Belmont Symphony. 
Susan Zimmerman received her MMtet's 
Degree in Performance Practice from the 
Hartt College of music and now teaches at 
Hartford Conservatory, Miss Porter's 
School and the Walker School. Ms. 
Zimmerman studied the recorder with 
Morris Newman and Marleen Montgomery. 
Among the Places Ms. Zimmerman has 
performed are: The Athenaeum, Hartford, 
Conn., University of Hartford, Busch 
Reisinger Museum, Providence College. 
This unusually well qualified trfo brings to 
the concert hall the lost lyrics of 
Renaissance songs, dances and in· 
strumental pieces from England, Germany, 
France, the Netherlands and the courts of 
Burgundy and Spain . EnthusiQtlc 
audiences have acclaimed their per· 
formancea on many college campuaes as 
well as the Busch Reitinger Museum In 
cambridge and the Childrens' Museum In 
Hartford. 
Pub entertainment 
by Rory O'Connor 
Perhape after his fourth Monday here it's 
time to say a word about a talented per-
former named Gene Merola. He ably en-
tertained big Pub crowds with a tiesh lin 
mora ways than onet style and brassy 
comments thrown in with his vanione of 
popular and folk songs. 
From New York, Gene has been playing 
for a few years now, and has been booked 
during thtP winter at Aspen, Colorado. He 
first came here at the end of A term and 
was back by popular demand three con-
secutive Mondays this Ac-
companying himself on guitar and sound 
effects, his songs and jokes made Mondays 
a little easier to take. He received especially 
good audience response on his songs, " Ice 
Man" and " Charlie on the MTA" (as 
altered by the performer). While some of 
his comments might be called "obscene" 
by passers by in for a quick beer, anyone 
who watched the show saw them in good 
taste and thoroughly enjoyed the night. His 
dancing music (see last week's cover) was 
also a particular favorite. 
We hope to see him here egaln. 
Photo by Rory O'Connor 
• Completed· IQP - THE IN-
TERACTION BETWEEN SCIENCE AND THE 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
Topics for possible future prolects in this arP- · .!1 
also be discussed. 
Date: Tuesday, December 14 
Place: IQP Conference Room 
Time: 4:00-4:30 p.m. 
Joseph Danko 
Deportment of Civil Engineering 
1976-1977 COLLOQUIM 
11Stochastlc Approaches to 
Analysis and Design" 
Speaker: Myron B. Fiering, Harvard 
Topic : " Seduction by Optimality" 
Wednesday, December 14, 1976 
4:00 • 5:00 p.m. 
Salisbury 105 
Gise/11 Krause, Susan Zimmsrm11n, 11nd Persis Ensor 
The Rensisssnce Consort 
The Renaissance Consort 
MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE MUSIC OF GERMANY 
1. n.. Minnesl....,. Tradition 
Diu Suezen Wort 
Loybere R IMn 
Noch Der Senendett 
II . The Flfteeftttl Century 
Friedrich van Hau.n (b.1155) 
Wlzlaw van Ru.gen (d.1325) 
Wlzl.w van Ruegen 
Eln Vrouleen Edel Von Naturen 
Mit Ganczem Willen 
OerMay 
Anonymous (l.ochelmer Songbook oa 1450) 
Conrad Paumann (1.C10.1.C73) 
Oswald von Wolkenateln (13n·1.C.U) 
Ill . O.nce Music of the SlxtMnttt Century 
Bouree 
Spagnolet1a 
Pavane- Blt1re Reue 
Galllarde - Oas Ganze 
Michael Pr•torlua (1571·1612) 
Michael Praetor1u1 
Tlelman Sulato (1551) 
Tlelman SuNto 
INTERMISSION 
IV. The Glogauer Songbook 
lch Sachs Elns Malls Den Llchten Morgensteme 
Oer Sonnen G14tnz 
Zennef', Grelnef', Wle- Gefelt Olr Oas 
V Part Muslcofthe FIHMnthancl SldHnttt Centuries 
Nun Fanget An 
AIMelnNut 
Motett - In Domino Confide 
Dominus In Templo 
VI . The Late Renaissance 
Laub, Gras Und Blut 
Eln Frohlich Wesen 
Mil Heeft Een Plperken 
Wle Schon Blueht Uns Oer Male 
collected c. 1~ 
Hans Leo Halfler (1596 
Heinrich Easac (1~ 1517) 
Thomas Stoltur (1.C75-l5M) 
Ludwig Senft (c. J.cto.1550) 
Anonymous (16th c:entu~) 
O.va (16th c:enturyi 
Melchior Schaerer (1602) 
Per$ls Ensor -lute, voice, viola da gamba. recorder 
Gisela Krause- viola da gamba, recorder, voice 
Susan Zimmerman - recorder. renaissance flute, harp, krumhom 
Presented through the courtesy of 
The Frothingham Management, Weston, Mass. 02193 
Lens & lights 
............... .  _ _
................. 
_...,... ......... 
- •••.,.•~n 
presents 
Sunday, December 12 
In Alden 
at 7 and 9 p.m. 
Admission only $1.00 
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Hi:Jrrington throng experiences Dave Mason 
Photo by Lewis Pettengill 
Hester Street 
Cinematech show tonight 
Huter StiNt ia the atory of a Ru .. n 
Jew who finds his way to AmeriCI ahead of 
his wife. He quickly becomes -mlleted 
and in the pr~. enchanted with 
another, more modem women. Hla wife 
finally arTIYea steeped In the manners and 
customs of the old country. How the 
problems of the couple are reeolved makes 
for a mo.t humoroua and charming story. 
In the lergef sente, H118ter StrHt ia the 
story of all immigrants who pueed through 
the Melting Pot proceaa and exchanged 
their old customs and ways for thole Of 
America. 
"Ma. Silver is 10 deft at handing her 
actors, thia might have been her tenth film, 
not her firM. She joins Elaine May in thla 
country's sparsely populated top rank of 
women directora." Holu. AJ,.rt, S.tun»y 
R#Mtlw. 
"Silver'a film goes beyond particulars to 
touch the whole American Immigrant 
experience.'' Los Angeles Timt~s. 
"Carol Kane Ia an actr.- of enormous 
range and she gives H..rer Stlwt a 
coheaiwnela and ..,.. of dignity that 
mek• lt. .. extraordinary.'' MMjorill Ra.n, 
Ms.~ne. 
"He8ter Sriet il an unconditionally 
happy achievement." RlchMd E*, NfiW 
Yodc Timft. 
Credits: 
Directed by Joan Mlcklln Silver. 
Produced by Raphael D. Silver. 
Screenplay by Joan Micklln Silver 
(adapted from the novelle Y.W by Abraham 
Cahan). 
Director of Photogrephy - Kenneth Van 
Sickle. 
Mu.ic by Wlliam Bolcom. 
With Carol Kane, Steven Keets, Dorrie 
Kavannaugh. 
Bleck end white. 
91 minutn, 1976 
Rated PG 
SKEPTICAL CHEMISTS MEETING 
at 4 PM Tues., Dec. 14th In GH227. 
Speaker: Dr. David lverach 
Topic: "Smog, Autos, and Chemistry" 
Refreshments will be served 
WCUW81.3 FM 
LOBEUGHTS 
Program hlghlightl for week of: 12-6-12-12 
Wed., 12 .. - 11 :15 p.m. 
CREATIVE LINEAGE: "ART OF THE TROMBONE" 
This second ,.rt of a two-plrt Ml'lel ,..tu,... AIMrt - .... l .. rff, 
Paul Rutherford, and Gunter Christmann producing unbellenble 
sounds on the trombone. 
Thurs., 12-t- 10:00 a.m. and 1:15 p.m. 
RAPS & RHETORIC: "ACT OF LOVE" 
Paige Mitchell, who wrote the book, ACT OF LOVE, dlscuiMI the 
CORventton.l soc .. l concepts of the .. w concerning eutMus .. and 
comments on the proposed ... l, .. tlon for mercy killing. 
Fri., 12-10 - 1:15 p.m. 
DOES IT MATTER IN OAKLAHOMA?: "DHAMBALA AND ST. 
PATRICK- VOODOO RITE" 
This program provides a general history of Voodooism and tt ,_tu,... 
an actual Hait .. n Voodoo rite recorded on location during a Voodoo 
Rlih-Rah Festival, held Good Friday, lt75. An exptanatton of the 
ceremony will be provided. 
by Rory O'Connor 
It waa standing room only but delervedly 
10 last Friday night for Dave Malon and 
Rory Gallagher In Harrington. A finer ahow 
has not been staged for 80m8 time on this 
campus. 
While some claimed that Gallagher wa. 
" too loud," I maintain that he ia one of the 
finest rock gultarlata and proved It to the 
audienc:.LJie performed mostly hla awn· 
compoeitions. aided by an able and 
animated basist. drummer and keyboard 
player. The group WM tight; the mu.ic 
good, with a beat that moved the hou• to 
call for an encore and even forget that 
Maaon waa yet to come. 
After a short break, Dave M110n made 
his appearance and performed three • 
acoustic numbers to the delight of thi 
crowd. Then the lighta brightened and he 
picked up hla electric: guitar and ·began to 
play in the ume style that hn eemed him 
his fame. Performing worka of hll from 
Traffic days to the pree«~t, Dew took the 
audience on a 10nic journey that left no one 
seated by the end of the aet. Aided by a 
similarly talented group of mualciana, they 
rocked through a flrat encore and then 
returned for a aec:ond, end ended the night 
with ''Head Keepet"," one of hla belt. 
Anyone who was there will agree -
anyone who wan't there "misled It all." 
Photo by Ann-meriB Robinson 
Class of 1910 presents Steve Dacrl, Magician at the 
Higgins House, Saturday, December 11, 9 p.m. Fresh-
men and g..._ts only I Refreshments will be served. 
PUNT. 
• 
Work pUed too hlch? Peraonal 
J'Hl like )'Ou can't atand It any 
hne to •• do the aeul01e t11lnr 
uewer to 110 many ol tocUy' a 
wben you're ®wn and out, JUet 
head and ahoutr "I'm down and 
do wbat you know you al\ou.Jd 
"'' •• or, 1n other word• -
prooleme overwhalmlllf? 
more? WeU. J'O" don't 
and punt~ lt'e the 
proolema. So 
W t up your 
out' " then 
do •• JIVe 
PUNT! 
.PUNT - the viable alternative 
:P~a~ge~s~ __ .:_:.:_:.:_:..:.:~~~~:.:_:.:_:.:_:.:_:...:_~:..:.:..:.:..:..:.:.~.:_--_::..:.,::..:..::..::..~:.::.;::.::::.:.:.:~~7;;;~cas;;~ua;ll';;o~bse;;;rv~er~.-;see;;in~g~t~h;eae~--;business for which they work and the labor 
W k h d •t~ examples of the students kowtow•ng un•on which represents them.'' Or -w 0 nee s I ( before the high altar of work might well SOCIOlogist Murray Bookchln feels large 
by 801 McGraw 
CCPSI - By most available evidence, it 
seems today's students are literally lusting 
after work. 
Student papers from Maine to California 
are currently running article after gloomy 
article that list everything any self· 
respecting masochist would want to read 
concerning the grim, post-graduation job 
market. Similar stories are popping up in 
the nation's daily media. University 
counselors . rePOrt rising levels of anxiety 
among college se,niora, perched aa they are 
at the hairy edge of the real world, 
psychologically preparing themselva. for 
their imminent encounter with "un· 
deremployment." In another extreme 
example, busineas students at the 
University of Minnesota rousted their well· 
fed bodies from bed early one recent 
morning to line up for interview ap· 
pointments with corporate recruiters. The 
school's placement center didn't open until 
7 a.m. but some students actually fell into 
line before 3 a.m. 
This is no small change of events from, 
say, five to six years ago .JAdlen some 
students were more apt to peg eggs at 
company talent scouts than to kiss their 
feet. 
Worcester State Colle~e 
Science &·Huma n Condition Series 1976-1977 
. 
"Mental Illness: 
Is it all in your head?' 
December 8, 1976 
. 
Open to the Public. Program begins with a reception at 2:30 
p.m. in the Science Study Hall. The seminar begins at 3:30p.m. in 
the Science Amphitheater. • 
gather young people have rolled up their numbers of people " sense that society has 
sleeves and returned to the protestant work developed a technology that could com· 
ethtc fold. pletely abohsh material scarcity and reduce 
But have they? Many - probably evan toil to a near vanishing point." 
the majority - of students and young Since they feel this way, Bookchin 
people are ready, willing and able to fall into argues, people are just refusing to give their 
any job they can find, work their tails off all to the JOb. He .sees this anti-work feeling 
and put up with all the accompanying "percolating downward from youth and the 
benefits of degradations. middle class to all strata of society .•• eroding 
But at the same time, millions of other the work ethic and the sanctity of propertY, 
young Americans of every race and slowly d•ssolving the individual's obedience 
background have decided the regular world to institutions and authorities." Bookchin 
of work is not for them. They do hold the points out this attitude surfaces in various 
occasional job - the bills must be peid ways: "among workers who engage •n 
after all - but their attitudes are con- sabotage, work indifferently, practice 
siderably different than those of students almost systematic absenteeism. resist 
who will join an interview line at 2 o'clock in authority in almost every form, use drugs 
the morning. and acquire various freak traits. 
Opening .Pandora's box 
!CPS) Will genetic engineering 
become the boon or bane of mankind? Are 
scientists opening a pandora's box of 
future horrors? Or will the world someday 
draw from a gene bank, similar to author 
Robert Heinlein's thoughts-of a future age7 
The International Council of Scientific 
Unions (ICSUl, prompted by the thought of 
modern-day Frankensteine, recently 
established a committee to monitor the 
development of many types of con· 
trovera4al genetic research. Called ttw 
Committee on Genetic Research 
ICOGENEI, it it daigned to serve at 8' non-
governmental, interdisciplinary source of 
advice for scientists around the world who 
are Interested in genetic research. The 
committee will also aerve aa a watchdog to 
guard against research it feelrt does llOI 
have adequate safeguards. Although It hll 
no legal authority Itself, the committee wl 
try to thwart wayward scientists ~ 
publicizing their research or even ~ 
seeking legislative curbs. 
At a recent symposium held at the 
California State University at Chico 
panelists argued whether or not genetic 
research outweighs the benefits con-
sidering the risk involved. Doctor Michell 
Abruzzo, a teacher of human genetica, 
pointed out one of the more terrifying 
aspects of new genetic creations, a bacterle 
which, after a round of manipulation, could 
be immune to any controls and escape 
from a laboratory, infecting the human 
population. 
On the other hand, Abruzzo defended 
future research by saying that it one dey 
could lead to such benefits as a cure f01 
cancer. He told the audience that it w• 
now scientifically possible to transfer ge,. 
from one organism to another, However 
he d088 not anticipate any attempts to 
develop total human beinga, completely 
engineered by genetics. 
Questions of the ethical, legal and 
political spectrums were raised during 
discussion with no concrete answers. Whit 
are human beings on the way to 
becom•ng7; What are the limits of 
government responsibility?; What are the 
public's rights to protection from scientific 
research?; Should we put a check on 
hospitals, universities and private firma 
presently active In genetic research? 
COGENE may, in the course of itl 
analysis of genetic research, touch upon 
these questions. Committee organlzera 
indicate they favour continuation of 
research and streaa it will be objective in 
studying genetic engineenng's hazards and 
effects. 
Two years ago, American scientistl 
called for a moratorium on one form of 
genetic inquiries - recombinant O.N.A. 
research - so that the risks involved could 
be analyzed and national guidellnat 
established. In .:June, the National lnstitutl 
of Health issued the guidelines that banned 
certain types of research involving 
hazardous organisms. It also called fot 
stnct safeguards for laboratories. Howevllf, 
these guidelines only apply to thotl 
operations supported by the fedefll 
government. 
To promote safety techniques in the field 
of D.N.A. research, COGENE will offer 
training and education programs in the U 
S. and Western Europe. A professor of 
biochemistry from the University of Miami 
pointed to the need for such a program by 
saying that D.N.A. researchers do not 
require elaborate facilities to conduct 
experiments and are not adequately trained 
in safety techniques. 
Although some, frightened by science 
fiction-type horror stories would like to set 
all research stopped, members of I.C.S.U 
feel that this extremely imponant work 
ought to go on. "We all feel that this is I 
field of great promise for the future,'' one 
member said. 
While the prospects of abuse are great 
and there Is always a danger in ac· 
cumulating knowledge faster than man can 
control it, many feel that the benefits do 
outweigh the potential risks and thl 
research continues. No one seems to kn~ 
where to draw the line or what to regulate._.-, __ 
But some are thinking about it. 
• 
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NEWSPEAK 
If you knew then 
what you know now, 
would you have enrolled 
inAr ROTC? 
Have you changed your perspective on 
Anny ROTC - now that you've had an op-
portunity to talk with friends who are 
enrolled in the course? Maybe you've con-
cluded it does have something to offer you; 
maybe you should have enrolled when 
starting your Freshman year. 
Since we realize wise people change their 
mind, we've developed a special program 
for students like you. You can enroll with 
your friends in Army ROTC now and 
catch-up with them in your Sophomore year. 
Then you'll be ready for the Advanced 
Course when you become a Junior. 
You still m~e no committment until you 
enroll in the Advanced Course. At that 
time, you '11 start earning an extra S 100 per 
month (for up to 'lO months a year). 
Mail this coupon for information. Or, visit 
the Army ROTC office so we can discuss 
the matter in detail. 
Army ROTC. Learn what it takes to lead. 
Anu&OTC 
Page 9 
WPI, 
Worcester, ~ass.01609 
1 miaMd the fi.-.t put of 
F .... hman ROTC. Tell me bow l 
can make It up end etW •tart t.be 
Advanced Cou.rM iD my JUDior yeu. 
M i .. 
Mrw. Mr ________ _ 
-------7-Zip ___ _rbooe ___ _ 
·.-----~--------------------------------------------· 
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Varsity 8-ball 
by831c6 
Saturday the Beotley falcons vltited 
Harrington Auditorium for what should 
have been a wipeout but it traditionally one 
of the best games of the year for WPI. 
Bentley is a top ranked team in Divilion II 
IWPI is in Division Ill) and seldom taket this 
game seriously. This time wn no exception 
as a fired up Englneet team dismayed the 
visitors for almost the entire game before 
victory just slipped away. The finaly score 
of 86-78 doesn't reflect all the positive 
things that happened in this game. " A total 
team effort was what we had tonight" said 
Coach Ken Kaufman who along with his 
other coaches Bob Anderson and Rick 
Kaufman deserve quite a bit of credit for 
having the team prepared. Kaufman 
substituted freely using 1 1 men to stay on 
top of the torrid pace. But it was the team 
that almost pulled this one out of the hat 
w1th the chief magician being Kevin 
Doherty. If you missed the game you 
m1ssed a treat aa Kevin (only a sophomore) 
put on a ball handling and passing 
exhibition which superlatives can't 
describe. He stirred the 2000 plus Alumni 
Night faithfula to a frenzied pitch wfth 
move. like a between the legs pea But 
more then ju.t a showboat Kevin Ia a 
quartefbeck of the offenM end hi8 poiM 
was evident In pfcldng up 11 astllta end 
t~t m.ny points thua hMng • ~ ;, 
.amo.t hlltf of WPI's offeuslve output. But 
Wheeler tnes tor two. 
a one man show this game was not. Ricky 
Wheeler pumped in 34 points hitting 10 of 
13 foul shots along the way. His steals and 
clutch hoops kept the teem going when it 
seemed someone had corked the Engineers 
basket. Big men land both tre.hmenl Merit 
Nestor end John Broderlon combltted the 
highly tout8d Bentley front line with im-
pressive results. Mark and John combined 
for 19 rebounds and 13 points as well as 
fouling .out Bentley'• t()p Inside men, 
Wooten and Gervaid. Another young 
player. Jim Kelleher (So.J came off the 
bench and coupled some aggressive work 
with some good shooting and enabling 
WPI to stay close down the stretch. 
WPI started strong as they opened up a 
four point lead 5:00 minutes Into the game. 
Though Bentley closed that both teams 
fought tough but Wheeler's bomb as time 
expired in the first half sent the visitors to 
the locker room with a 41-37 WPI lead 
staring at them. The Engineers didn't let up 
in the second half and sparked by a scrappy 
1·3-1 zone hung tough. They might heve 
opened up a sizeable but some back door 
plays just didn't click and good shots just 
wouldn't fall thf'ough. The onfy cold epurt 
of the game for WPI came with 6:00 
minutes left. Unfortunately it occurTed at 
the ume time • tome uncontdoul 
BenUey ~hooting and s two point deficit 
became nine points .. too quictdy. Though 
knocking It to four with under ttne 
Photos by Ann-marie Robinson snd Msrk Hecker 
Wrestlers take two 
WPI wrestlers started the lUtOn off well 
with three victories. Thu,..dey the 
Englneera traveled to Boston College for 
•the senon opener. The final score was 28-
16 with victoriel coming ffom ffeshmen 
Dave Wilton (1181 and Tony M...,lo (126) 
to set the ground work. Wins were .-a 
turned in by Larry Rheault (142), John 
Contestable ( 158), Craig Arcari (Hwt), and 
Co-captains Mike Beaudoin (134) and 
Tommy Pajonas (1n). 
Saturday saw the Engineers in 
Providence for a tri-meet with Rhode Island 
College and Plymouth State College. There 
was little contest between WPI and 
Plymouth State as the flna• .core was 37-6. 
Victories came from Wilson, Masaulo, 
Rheault, Duane Delfosse (160), Con-
testable, and Arcain with pins from Bat-
chelder (190) and Co-aptains Beaudoin 
and Pajonas. 
RIC coming off an excellent 12-3 season 
looked to be stiff competition for the 
Engineera. Ut1le Dave Wilson started off 
With a tight win over former State Champ 
Jim Soares. Tony Massulo lost a close 
battle in a final flurry which saw several 
reversals and an escape, Mike Beaudoin 
followed by pinning Reggie et.ypool, • 
supposedly big gun from Indiana 
UniYI!If'lity. Larry Rheault lost to RIC co-
~taln Brian Lamb. Next frelhman Duane 
DelfoMe ( 160) lost to 1 tough competitor In 
Jeff Condon. JOhn Conteetable lost a wry 
tight boUt 3-2. At this point the teore was 
14-12 in favor of RIC. John Couena hekt on 
to beat hi1 opporierit at 167 lb. a- to vault 
the engineers irito the leed. This teemed to 
ignite the upper. weight starts of the 
Engrneera. Tommy Pajon~a camtr out 
smokmg ·and quickly pinned his inferior 
opponent. Big Gerry Butchekfer followed 
suit with a third period pin. Hit elation 
culminated in an aerial summersault which 
dazzled the fans. Heavyweight Craig Arcari 
stepped up and handily pinned his op-
ponent in 56 seconds to wrap up a 30-14 
victory over a tough RIC squid. The KAP 
contingency made their appearance at 
these first three meets and their support 
was appreciated. It would be nice to see 
everyone attend the home opener against 
Trinity College this Wednesday night 
starting at 7:00 p.m. Tha wreStlers looked 
impressive in their first three bouts and are 
hopefully on their way to an excellent 
season with the school's support. 
minutes left the WPI pr_. lef1 10me 
openings which a good team like Beottey 
wlll take advantage of. 
Aside from obviously a moral victory the 
game proved the team's capabilities. "I 
think it showed the team's potential, 
especially after Wednesday's game" 
Kaufman said. Indeed It did. The sustained 
effort by everyone. The Intensity and desire 
that was witnessed on the court. The poiN 
of the young players. All of these should 
prove fruitful as the seaton progresaes. A 
mixed emotion Coach Kaufman said after 
the gama "I'm pleued with the job they 
did ... but I still wanted the win." With thls 
team, thoae vk:toriea will come. 
The opener Wedneldey night egainst 
Wealeyan before a meeger crowd (more on 
that later) found eenior ~ Ride 
Wheeler providing the ~ aperk to 
get the WPI offente in gear. Unfortunately 
it came after the fim half had paaad into 
hi1tory. A quite forgettable 20 minutes saw 
the home club hit on only 32 per cent of 
their shots, only half of the free thrOWI, and 
were able to "amass" 17 points. The 
defense exceot for a few lapses keot the 
bit of Irony wet that Rick, normally • 
excellent foul shooter, hrt only frw of 11. 
The freshmen trio of Nexter, Broderson 
and Keith Patenaude took up the slack ~ 
lackluster performances by the up. 
perci8Simefl. The three combined for 22 of 
the team's 36 rebounds, Broderlon pickJr)g 
off 11 of thOH including BOrne key of. 
fenslve onM. John wn alao the I8COnd 
leading acorer with 13. Sophomore forward 
Marty Paglione looked impreaive bef011 
going out In the tim half after relnjurtng 1 
tender ankle. 
The team showed some guts In I"ICII 
giving up against what eeemed to be • 
insurmountable lead. Hopefully this kind o1 
geme will give way to the caliber of play 11 
the 8endey game. 
It thould be noted that .._ than • 
people showed up the Wedneedey ""'* 
game though over 2000 came to s-. 
day'a. Anyone who went to both o-n. 
could feel the difference between a c-. 
echoed auditorium and a live buzZ111 
crowd. The team needs that extra PIVdll 
and they proved you'll get a good show ill 
return with their Bentley performance. So 
Broderson [50] and Murphy go up for rebound. 
Cardinals somewhat in check holding them 
to 30. A combination of nervousness and 
staleness plagued the Engineers as the 
entire half seemed to be played in a haze. 
Shots were forced up, balls sailed over the 
rebounders heads, and the fast break 
opportunities that did present themselves 
just didn't click. The key to fast breaking Is 
the ability to grab the bell off the boards. As 
this strong rebounding was lacking the 
offense sputtered. In the second half things 
started out much the same and a rout 
seemed imminent. Then Ignited by the 
performances of Wheeler along with freth-
men John Broderaon and Mark Nelter 
things started happening. With Broderson 
and Nester ct.ering the boerda, an 
aggreative preu paying off In some st..a., 
and Wheeler'11hooting WPI chipped a 21 
point Weateyen lelld with 10:00 minute~ left 
in the game to nine points with IHe than 
2:00 minutes lett. Unfortunately then the 
strategic fouling caught up with the 
Englneera and w.,;,.van dropped In ita 
charity shots to win 73-68. Wheeler finished 
with 31 points ... allln a torrid eecond half In 
which he shot 88 per cent from the floor. A 
take all of two hours out of your eve 
I home games on the 11th, 16th, and 18th 
this month) and come on down 
Harrington Auditorium. Admission is 
course free with your WPI 10 and you'll 
further entertained by the WPI pep 
You might even get to see John Brod 
take the ball out of bounds after his 
basket or WPI's first slam dunk of 
season. Be there. 
WPI va. W•aley•11 
WPI: Doheny 20.04, Wheeler 13 6-1 t 31, S 
0·1 4, Fredette 00.00, Sherer 00.00, Neetor I 
Kelleher 1 0.0 2. Patenaude 1 1·2 3. Murphy 0 
Peollone 0 0.0 0, Edwardl 0 0.0 0, Brodetwon I 
13, Findley 0 0.0 0, K-koekl 0 0.0 0, THm 21 
118. • 
Wlllleyen: Kreilberv t 3-4 21, M81nowaai 7 
11. Phi!De4t-714. Francil1 0-22, Connerv 11·2 
McOennon 0 0.0 0, Johnt 2 3-4 7, Wright 0 0-
Aiera a 0.0 0, MlthiWI 0 0-0 0, Cont.¥ 0 
An:tllbeld 0 0.0 0, TMm 21 17·24 n. 
WPI vt • • .,flrl 
WPI: Doherty 4 W 11, WhMier 12 10-13 
Steck 14-<41, FradeneOO.O 0, SheNrOO.O 0, 
3 0-0 t, Keleher 5 0-2 10, PattniUde 0 2·2 2, M 
1 0-2 2. Broderlon 3 1oo4 7, K'*"--"1 0 O.f 
Team 21 20-32 78. 
lentlev: Aoblnaon 3 t-e 12, Briclleno 53 ... 
Wootten 3 0-2 e. GerY ... t 2-2 14, HJne. 1 2 
v .. rano 0 2oo4 2, Spefka t 3-4 21, lendev 2 
Clclltl 0 0-2 0, 1-2 W 10, F-.otl 0 0-0 0, T 
31 24-34 • . 
Women's 8-ball 
WPI's Women's Basketball team opened 
their season on December 2 at UMus, 
Boston. WPI defeeted the Boston teem 46-
43. This game marked the flrat 10M in the 
history of the UM811 teem. 
Tech assumed the lead eerty in the game 
and continued to outscore UMasa during 
the entire firat half. The half-time score was 
22-19 in favor of WPI. Although WPI fell 
behind In the second half, the teem never 
gave up. With two minutes left In the game, 
Tech tied up the score 41-41. Each team 
then scored two more points to bring the 
score to 43-43. The winning basket of the 
game was scored by Mary Donovan. 
Worcester's victory was the result of 
teamwork. ~d. and determination of all 
the players. The excellent shooting as well 
as the rebounding of forward Pat Keough 
were vital to tllo team's vicotry. Pat was 
high scorer for the team with 16 points. 
Leslie Knepp, also a forward, added 13 
points and many rebounds. Mary Donovan, 
one of the team's co-captains, showed her 
teaderahip on the court and scored 
points. Sue Germain, a co-captain, J 
Hamm.mrom, Cathy McDermott, 
Karen Chesney all played aggrealvely 
offenM and defense. 
captains, showed her leadership on 
court and scored 12 points. Sue Germal 
co·captaln, Janet Hammerstrom, Ca 
McDermott, and Karen CheSney 111 
aggreaively on offense and defense. 
The team is coached by Sue Chep 
who is In her second year of coaching 
WPI. The other members of WPI's team 
Laurie Gardosik, Anne Over, S 
Hodgerney, Beth Driscoll, Nancy Conv 
Cindy Karlic, and Mary Westberg. 
Tech will play their first home ga 
Thursday, December 9 at 7 p.m., host 
Brandeis. Also scheduled before Christ 
break is a home game against Becker Jr. 
Tuesday, December 14 at 7 p.m. B 
games should be interesting so plan 
attend. The team would like to see 
there. 
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Boaters lose in NE's 
Rebudd1ng year? Did someone say 
rebuilding year? 
Let me ask you - does NCAA D1vision 
Ill New England Regional Finalist sound like 
you're rebuilding? With an 11-3·1 record no 
less? 
You must admit tl"lat when you lose 
seven seniors like this year's Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute soccer team did, 
tncluding three all·"everything" stalwarts 
like forward Alan King, forward John 
Maxouris and center-fullback John Bucci, 
one should not have been chastised for 
thinking in such terms prior to the 1976 
season. 
death overtimoa, thus forc1ng the Issue to 
be dissolved by tho penalty kick route Each 
team would take five shots at goal from 12 
yards out, alternating personnel. One kick 
each, one goalie 
The first four kicks produced a 2·2 tie. 
The season would now come down to' one 
kick for each team. With Westfield State's 
all·t1me Jead1ng scorer wa1ting an the wings. 
WPI's Steve Superson (Jr • midfielder. So. 
Hadley, Ma.), with all the pressure in the 
world on his shoulders, calmly beat the 
Westfield goalie. sconng the go·ahead 
goal. 
Westfield's Ali Gonclaves then stepped 
to the line - inevitably to tie it. 
the overume did BrandeiS manage to boot and 27 asStsts represent the second best 
tho ball across m1d f1cld to the WPI zone. season any WPI soccer player has ever had 
The Judges' Mike Llchtenstem, pinned an both scorang departments (John 
deep In hiS left corner of the field, then Maxouris IS still tops with hiS 24 goals and 
lofted a long cross1ng pass in the direct1on 32 poants an 19741. 
of the goal h1gh mto the air. At least it Pavlos and Cocaine were selected to 
"appeared'' to be a crossing pass; It was showcase their talents 1n the New England 
"intended" to be a crossing pass. Intercollegiate Soccer League All-Star 
But 1t went "in." The ball found the Game In· Springfield on November 28. 
lower right post corner of the net It was a Freshman forward Leo Kaabi (Teheran, 
fluke goal, no doubt. But no matter how Iran) scored 10 goals 1n "an unexpected 
the goal was scored, it counted. Brandeis surprise,'' and is considered by the coach 
was the NCAA Dav1ston Ill New England to be "one of the be$t freshmen we have 
Champion for 1976, and the three busloads ever had." Halfbacks Brian Clang !Jr., 
of WPI student-backers felt helpless as Braintree, Ma.l and Steve Superson both 
they witnessed the wild jamboree of "proved to be ~tonmen" at their physically· 
Brandees rooters on the fteld m front of tiring wing positions, while fullbacks Brad 
them. !Brandeis went on to wan the NCAA Prou~. Larry Hindle (Jr., Warren, R. 1.1 and 
Div. Ill Champ1onshipl. Larry Shiembob (Jr., Rocky Hill, Ct.l were 
• But under the "'pert coaching ability of 
Alan King, and the inspiring leadership of 
captain Chris Cocaine ISr., midflelder, 
Worcester. Ma.l, the WPI boaters shocked 
everyone but themselves in New England 
after a slow 2·2-1 start to win their final 
eight regular season contests, and earn 
themselves an NCAA D1vision Ill New 
England Regional Tournament berth. 
But his attempt went over the net. and 
300 WPI faithful fans, who made the 50 
mile trip to back their booters, went crazy 
and mobbed goalie Bob Grochmal (Jr., 
Springfield. Ma.l, who had made f1ve saves 
on seven penalty kicks througho~t 1 the 
match - which lasted nearly three and 
one-half hours - a truly amazang per· 
formance by any goalie in any league. 
No need to hang our heads though. "all very steady throughout the season" 
• Remember, this was 10 be a rebuilding year. with dave F1sher (Jr., Westf1eld, Ma.) 
Seeded fourth in this four team regional 
behind Westfield State Collage, 
Southeastern Maaaactiusetts University 
and Brandeis University, WPI was labelled 
the " Cinderella team of the tournament" by 
Boston Globe soccer writer Barry Cadigan. 
The tourney began with perhaps the most 
el<Citing pressure-pecked contest any WPI 
soccer team has ever played - bar none. 
On Thursday night November. 1 1, the 
Engineers traveled To top-seeded Westfield 
State's astroturf surface, where they were 
greeted by sub-freezing thermometer 
readings, and a large, and mostly hostile, 
crowd. Westfield State was expected 
to breeze peat the pesky Engineers and any 
other pretender to the regional crown on 
their way to the Nationals in little 
Bizabethtown. Pa. 
The never-say-die WPI boaters, fresh 
from handing Hartford University, the top 
Division II team in the New England College 
Division polls, their only loat of the season 
at home, were about to do the same to the 
top Division Ill team In New England. The 
two teams battled to a 3-3 tie after 
regulation and four 15 minute sudden-
This set up a WPI-Brandeis New England 
Division Ill soccer final at the Brandeis field 
on Saturday, November 20, the w1nner to 
travel to Elizabethtown. Taking full ad· 
vantage of a tremendous wand advantage. 
WPI built up a 4-1 lead at the half. Yet, 
because of the wind. the major question at 
this potnt was "had WPI scored enough?" 
Brandeis scored tw1ce w1thin the first six 
minutes of the second stanza, and, clearly, 
WPI was holding on. Twenty minutes later. 
the Judge$ tied it 4-4, and now BrandeiS 
had the momentum it would need to ad· 
vance. 
But the Engineers tallied the next goal. 
Jim Lukas (Jr., Auburn, Ma.) providing 
what appeared to be the tourney-clincher 
with only 12 minutes left. With the wind 
howling relent\euly at their backs, Brandeis 
pressed on, however, until the Judges' 
Greg Winter tied it once again with a mere 
1:40 remaining. 
Another sudden-death overtime 
situation. 
WPI won what was anticipated to ba a 
crucial coin toss, and elected, naturally, to 
take the wind. Only once in the first 3:30 of 
1M basketball 
byBske 
This year's intramural basketball season 
has started with some typical results. The 
better teams have run away with some 
games, SAE (1), PSK (A), FIJI lA), and SP 
111 all wanning handily in this first week of 
action. The setup of the leagues was done 
in the traditional manner though some 
discourse on the subject was entertained. 
The normal setup of rating the better teams 
and evenly dividing them among the 
leagues was done. The formation of 
stronger and less strong leagues was an 
idea which had the potential to eliminate 
the_ lopsided games and provide even 
competitton throughout the season. 
However a vote of all the teams (if you 
didn't vote you weren't at tlie mandatory 
organizational meeting) was deadlocked so 
the same setup as an past years was ac-
complished. A record 44 teams have en-
tered the intramural field this year so a 
good time and and some good games will 
c.ertainly be had by year's end. Coach King 
and Dave Wilson had the herculearr task of 
scheduling those teams which were broken 
up 1nto four 11 team leagues. Each team 
will play each other's league teams once 
with the playoffs being worked out at the 
completion of the season. For those non 
math majors that works out to over 220 
games which have to be sandwiched in be-
tween Varsity and J V. Basketball , 
Women's Varsity {that's right, I said 
" Varsity") Basketball, Wrestling, Fencing, 
Concerts, and whatever else turns up in 
December and February. So take note of 
that if you happen to be scheduled for a 
game during your usual tea time and want 
to go to Coach King or Dave with a 
complaint. Dave also tried to schedule the 
best games for the end of the season so the 
excitement and tension will build to a 
crescendo. Enough said about that. 
There were some good games last week 
including a semi-upset. WOOF beat out a 
tall Celts team 48-45 getting 28 poants from 
Tim McGuire, Greg Ruthuen's 11 points 
sparked AAA over AWT 36-28. Another 
tight battle saw ATO finish strong to take 
Std ICl 38-33. A couple of strong teams. 
ROTC and the Reds, clashed with the Reds 
emerging as the winners. In a high scoring 
affair PSKICl edged TI<E 20·15. The action 
continues this week and before the 
Christmas break 96 games w111 have been 
pfayed. 
Editor's corner 
by Wheels 
The Editor's Corner article which ap· 
peared in the November 23 laaue of 
Newspeak needs some distinct 
clarifications. Let me attempt to do so and 
shed some light on the points I was trying 
to bring out. 
Firstly, I regret that my editorial rernarb 
of November 23 were misunderstood, but I 
can very easily understand why. The' article 
was seemingly full of pessimism and bit· 
terness, but I assure you, none of this exists 
in the mind of the editor. However, I would 
like to apologize to those that I offended, 
and sincerely hope no resentment or bad 
feelings exist. The editor intended to hurt 
no one. 
The November 23 article was a " bit of 
speculating" a I tried to point out. 
However this did not come across as such; 
nevertheless, the article waa not Intended 
to reflect reality. 
What I was attempting to point out was 
that athletlet, In general, at WPI are 
somewhat looked down upon - on all 
levels. The efforts of athletes, even when 
winners, are not fully appreciated and, as 
even the Athletics Director would admit, 
financing of athletics ia a bit meager. 
WPI doesn't seem to recognize the value 
of a person with non-academic skills. An 
athlete is a special contributor to any 
school. Whereas a student that takes 
courses fot four years and graduates gives 
little of himself to the school - he only 
takes - an athlete gives of himself for the 
benefit of the Institution. I feel this should 
be recognized and the athlete should be 
given financial help in a aubstantial 
proportion. 
With this In mind, I would like to retract, 
totally, my comments about the Athletic 
Administration made in the lut paragraph 
of the article. The coaches are fine and 
dedicated men serving the athletes of WPI. 
Enough said - let us get together and 
work tor the beat pouible sparta program 
at WPI. It will only help In the long run. 
With the double exception of midfielder " filling 1n admirably when needed." 
Cocaine and. fullback Brad Prouty (Sr., Junior forward Jim Lukas. and freshman 
Spencer, Ma.l. everyone else returns in midfielder Jeff Clang, Brian's brother, also 
19n. deserve special mention for their con-
What was 11 that made this team perform tribu t1ons. 
the way it did, when nothing more than a " As far as an outlook for next season ts 
.500 season was initially projected? concerned,'' said King, "we should do very 
''There are many reasons" explained well agatn. When you consider we only lose 
Coach Alan King. " but two come clearly to the two seniors, we could be back on or 
mind. First, this team Impressed me 1n the near the top agam. We' ll need all the luck 
way they played together. They displayed we had this season though." 
much more spirit than other teams have But for now, let's savor this year - a 
shown in past years. It was a good blend of year that saw WPI win a r~ord nine-
people who got along together well both on consecutive games In one season of play; a 
and off the field." year that saw WPI claim their fourth 
The second reason goes hand in hand consecutive mythical Worcester County 
with the first. " Our captain, Chris Cocaine, college soccer title, with victories over 
continually showed fine leadership qualities Clark, Assumption, Holy Cross and Nichols; 
both in practice and during games, said a year that saw WPI hand NCAA Division II 
King. "He's actually been a strong per- _ New England Tournament top-seed 
former aver since he was a freshman, and Hartford University 113-4) its only loa at 
has contributed as much In four years as home during the regular seeaon; a year that 
anyone who has ever played for me (20 saw WPI come within one minute and 40 
years). We'll miss him next year." seconds of vying for the National Cham-
There were other reasons for WPI's pionship in a little Amish community in 
super soccer campaign. Pennsylvania, 
Junior forward John Pavlos Who said anything about a "rebuilding 
(Poughkeepsie, N. Y. via Lamia, Greece) year?" 
was this year's scoring sensation notching Stephen Raczynski 
17 goals (1ncl11ding three hat-tricks) and Sports lnformetion Director 
adding 10 assists for V points. The 17 oalJ WPI 
Partr at Theta 0111 Frlllar, ••••• Iter 11 
back by popular demand : NIGHTHAWK 
8: 30-9:30 
Miller Beer 20c 
plus Mixed Drinks 
101s RE IRED 
For a free booklet on mixology write:GIROUX, P 0 . Box 2186G, Astoria Stat1on,New York, N.V 11102. 
Giroux is a prOduct of A·W BRAN OS, INC. a subSidiary of IROQUOIS BRANDS LTO. 
What's Happening? 
DECEMBER 1976 
Tues. 7 
LIFE SCIENCES SEMINAR, "Arttflce.lly Induced Symbioses," Dr. V. Ahmadlian, Clark 
UniversitY, Klnnicutt Hall, 4 p.m. 
SWIMMING vs"JJ.Miu, home, 7:30 p.m. 
CINEMA TECH (Directed by Women), .. ....,.,. St....t,'' Alden Hall, I p.m. 
HUMANITIES DEPARTMENT PRESENTS "Life of Gllllleo" by Bertolt Bredlt, as adapted 
by the WPI cast~ Kinnlcutt Hall, 1 p.m. Free admission. For reservations, call ext. 246, 385. (Also December 9, 10, 11) 
Wed. I 
WRESTLING vs Trinity, home, 7 p.m. 
BASKETBALL vs Bowdoin, away, 7:30 p.m. 
CONCERT, WPI Brass Choir and Wind Ensemble, Alden tt.ll,lp.m. 
Thurs. 9 
SOCIAL COMMITTEE ELECTIONS, Daniels tt.ll, t a.m.-4 p.m. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL vs Br•ndels, home, 7 p.m. 
SWIMMING vs Boston College, •w•y, 7 p.m. 
STUDENT TALENT NIGHT •t the Pub, I p.m. 
HOCKEY vs Clark, home, 1:45 p.m. 
Sat. 11 
INDOOR TRACK vs Bentley-U.Lowell, •w•y, noon. 
FENCING VI Norwich, •w•y, 1:30 p.m. 
WRESTLING VI Bowdoin, away, 2 p.m. 
JV BASKETBALL vi WITI, home, 6 p.m. 
HOCKEY VI Rhode Island College, away, 7:30p.m. 
BASKETBALL vs WPI, home, I p.m. 
ENTERTAINMENT, "Stormin' Norm•n •net Suzy," Gollt'stt..d Pub, t p.m. 
Sun. 12 
INDIAN MOVIE, Alden Hall, 3 p.m. 
LENS & LIGHTS MOVIE, Marx Brothers' "Animal Cr•ckers," Alden Hall, 7 •nd 9 p.m. 
~on. 13 • 
WINTER GRADUATION, Higgins House, 2 p.m. 
HOCKEY vs Curry, away, 9 p.m. 
Tues. 14 
CIVIL ENGINEERING COLLOQUIUM, Myron B. Flerlng, Harv•rd, Salisbury 105, 4 p.m. 
Topic: "Seduction by Optimality" 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL vs Assumption, holM, 6:30 p.m. 
CINEMA TECH (Directed by Women), "Seven Beauties," Kinnlcutt Hall, I p.m. 
Photo by Tom Dsnisls 
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